


�Ayah 

�Hadith

�Quote

�You can’t buy or sell Time 

�Past, Future, and Present



�Describe 

your Life in 

One word



�What is a Principle?

�Types of principles:

• Universal

• Chosen (different for 

everyone)

Examples: Sleeping early

walking



� Principles                                 Norms of Society

� Who cares to open the drawer of principles

� Go with the flow

� Late Dinner parties, Big Houses, Nice cars..

� Principles teaches us : Work, Patience



� We do things 

� Repeatedly, Unconsciously (brushing Teeth)

� Aristotle:

We are what we repeatedly do,

Excellence, then is not an Act,     

but a habit

� To Change A Habit is not easy

(yourself and people)



Is important for a Habit Change

Ask yourself Why? Why? Why?

Constant reminder for a Bigger Reward

Hurdles will come 

Boring, family time, weekend

Confused….Remind yourself





� Handle is from inside and only you can open it.

� No matter how much knowledge you have..

� Change is something you have to bring yourself

� Going to be a Bumpy Ride

Example: Gardening,

Renovation

� Constant reminder

� Later it will become as 

easy as Brushing Teeth



�1.

�2.

�3.



� Responsible (No blame game)

� Control Emotions for their Values

� Yes I can do it ! Take initiative

� (strong believe)

� Opposite of proactive…



� Have principles              based on emotions

� Have Control                  mood, situations

desires

Hungry??  Eat on time



� Situations effect them, but they don’t react

� Reactive: if people are good than they are 

good, people pleasers, people conscious

*Money centered

*family centered

*work centered

*Possessions centered 

*pleasure centered

*friend centered

*Self centered                 Check your FOCUS!



Remember the drawer!!!



Proactive

Reactive

Mix



� Islam is pure

If you agree than

CONGRATULATIONS!!!!!

Remember the Gate of Change



�We can change (circle of Influence)
�We cant change (circle of concern)

Weather, sickness

Proactive focus on what they can change and not 
on what they cant change.

Firm believe that they can change situations 
(spouse, kids, friends) to certain extent but there 

is someone who they can change.

? ? ?



ME



Proactive have Positive feelings, energy

Reactive have Negative feelings, Limited 

focus

Both go through different life situations, good 

and bad.

Reactive people think the things over which 

they have control are very less.



� No justification …

� Check how CALM you stayed

� Be Honest about it..

� You had guests, studied for exam and slept 

very late…….



� Think about the end result of any chore of 

this life…Big and Small

� Scenario..

� Got a phone call….

Our lives are being exhausted for very 

different things.

Clash..I want something else but I’m 

Doing something else



� This is why we have to do Time management 

so that we spend time on those things which 

will help me in Akhirah. 

� What I want is something in my circle of 

influence (I CAN CHANGE)

� Before painting, let me have a sketch in my 

mind. This is my picture!!


